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The English Listening Examination Procedures are included in the audio 

CD and students are expected to listen to the audio CD recordings during 

the examination.  This booklet, which includes the text and tasks set, is to be 

read by teachers only when the audio CD does not function properly. 
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The box of mysteries 

Kim and Tommy stared at the wooden box in the shop window.  It was 

old and dusty, with strange pictures of people wearing old fashioned 

clothes.  Kim and Tommy had a funny feeling that there was something 

special and interesting about it and they wanted to buy it.  Kim and 

Tommy had just enough money between them to buy the box.  But was it 

worth it?  After all it was just a wooden box.  Clouds of dust flew up as 

the shopkeeper lifted the box gently from the shelf.  Tommy coughed.  

Kim’s eyes watered.  The shopkeeper wrapped the box in tissue paper 

and gave it to the children.   

Kim and Tommy rushed to Kim’s garden, carrying the box.  Tommy put 

the box on the grass.  The lid creaked as they opened it and a tiny cloud 

of smoky dust puffed out. It smelt sweet, like a mixture of oranges and 

flowers.  Suddenly Kim and Tommy felt themselves spinning and 

spinning through the air.  Lighter and lighter, smaller and smaller … oh 

no!  They were shrinking. 

When the spinning and shrinking stopped, Kim and Tommy looked 

around.  They were amazed.  What were these enormous green stems 

higher than their heads?  And leaves as large as table tops?  And how 

could a mushroom be taller than Kim?  The children were not afraid, in 

fact they thought it was rather exciting being so small.  Staying close 

together they began to explore this strange world.  They could see things 

which they had never noticed before.  A ladybird’s wings were more 

shiny than they had ever realised.  Grass had rough edges like a bread 

knife when you could see it so closely.  A stone was not one colour, but 

had tiny specks of lots of colours. 

In the distance they could see an enormous object made of huge red 

pipes and shiny metal circles.  “It’s my bike!” shouted Kim in surprise, 

and they realised that they were still in Kim’s garden. 
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Suddenly the ground began to shake.  There was a terrible noise, 

“Miaowwww!”  “It’s Tigger!” shouted Kim. “Run!”  Now they were 

frightened.  Kim’s heart was thumping.  Tommy could hardly breathe.  

“Where is the box?” shouted Kim.  “Let’s hide,” gasped Tommy.  They 

hid behind a flowerpot. 

“Quick, think,” whispered Tommy.  “What do people do in stories like 

this?” 

Thud, thud, “Miaowww”.  Tigger was near the flower pot. 

“Maybe it’s a dream,” said Kim.  “Let’s pinch ourselves … one, two, 

three.”  They pinched themselves hard.  Suddenly they were spinning, 

tumbling and … growing. 

“I’ll never open that box again,” said Tommy. 

“Don’t worry,” replied Kim. “Next time, we’ll have Tigger with us.” 

 

Task 1 

I will be reading the questions. You are allowed to open the paper 

and look at the questions. Listen carefully. You are not allowed to 

tick the correct word or phrases. 
 

Tick () the correct answer. 

 

1. What was strange about the pictures on the box?  

a) There were people in them.  

b) Nothing was strange about them.  

c) The people’s clothes were old fashioned.  

d) There was something funny about them.  
 

2. Kim and Tommy want to buy the box  

a) because it looked useful.  

b) to give it to Tommy’s dad.  

c) because they had enough money.  

d) because it looked interesting.  
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3. Why did Tommy cough?  

a) Dust fell off the box.  

b) He was sick.  

c) He felt cold.  

d) His throat was dry.  
 

 

4. 

 

The shopkeeper lifted the box carefully because 
 

a) the box was very expensive.  

b) he had shaky hands.  

c) the box was very old.  

d) the box was made of glass.  
 

5. Kim and Tommy ran to  

a) Tommy’s bedroom.  

b) the park.  

c) Kim’s garden.  

d) grandma’s house.  
 

6. The cloud of dust smelt like  

a) flowers.  

b) oranges.  

c) oranges and lemons.  

d) oranges and flowers.  
 

7. What were the enormous green stems?  

a) Monsters.  

b) Mushrooms.  

c) Grass.   

d) Frog’s legs.  
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8. How do the children know they are still in Kim’s garden? 

a) They see some ladybirds.  

b) They hear Tigger.  

c) They see Kim’s bike.  

d) There are Kim’s parents in the garden.  
 

9. Tigger is  

a) a dog.  

b) a cat.  

c) a rabbit.  

d) Kim’s little brother.  
 

10. Where do the children hide when they see Tigger?  

a) Behind a flowerpot.  

b) Behind a mushroom.  

c) In the grass.  

d) Under Kim’s bike.  
 

(10 x 1 mark each) 

 

11. Put a tick () to show whether each sentence is TRUE or FALSE. 

  TRUE FALSE 

a) The children had enough money to buy the 
box. 

  

b) The dust from the box made them shrink.   

c) Kim’s bicycle was pink.   

d) The children were afraid of Tigger.   

e) They ate some grass to grow bigger.   
           

(5 x 1 mark each) 

 

12. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word. 
 

a) Kim and Tommy smelt the _________ and they became very small.   

b) The _____________ were as large as table-tops.   

c) The ______________’s wings looked very shiny.   
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d)  ____________ had edges like a bread knife.   

e)  Kim and Tommy ___________ themselves and they grew big again. 

(5 x 1 mark each) 

Now close the paper and listen to the second reading. Do not write 
anything while I am reading. 
 
     

The box of mysteries 

Kim and Tommy stared at the wooden box in the shop window.  It was 

old and dusty, with strange pictures of people wearing old fashioned 

clothes.  Kim and Tommy had a funny feeling that there was something 

special and interesting about it and they wanted to buy it.  Kim and 

Tommy had just enough money between them to buy the box.  But was it 

worth it?  After all it was just a wooden box.  Clouds of dust flew up as 

the shopkeeper lifted the box gently from the shelf.  Tommy coughed.  

Kim’s eyes watered.  The shopkeeper wrapped the box in tissue paper 

and gave it to the children.   

Kim and Tommy rushed to Kim’s garden, carrying the box.  Tommy put 

the box on the grass.  The lid creaked as they opened it and a tiny cloud 

of smoky dust puffed out. It smelt sweet, like a mixture of oranges and 

flowers.  Suddenly Kim and Tommy felt themselves spinning and 

spinning through the air.  Lighter and lighter, smaller and smaller … oh 

no!  They were shrinking. 

When the spinning and shrinking stopped, Kim and Tommy looked 

around.  They were amazed.  What were these enormous green stems 

higher than their heads?  And leaves as large as table tops?  And how 

could a mushroom be taller than Kim?  The children were not afraid, in 

fact they thought it was rather exciting being so small.  Staying close 

together they began to explore this strange world.  They could see things 

which they had never noticed before.  A ladybird’s wings were more 

shiny than they had ever realised.  Grass had rough edges like a bread 
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knife when you could see it so closely.  A stone was not one colour, but 

had tiny specks of lots of colours. 

In the distance they could see an enormous object made of huge red 

pipes and shiny metal circles.  “It’s my bike!” shouted Kim in surprise, 

and they realised that they were still in Kim’s garden. 

Suddenly the ground began to shake.  There was a terrible noise, 

“Miaowwww!”  “It’s Tigger!” shouted Kim. “Run!”  Now they were 

frightened.  Kim’s heart was thumping.  Tommy could hardly breathe.  

“Where is the box?” shouted Kim.  “Let’s hide,” gasped Tommy.  They 

hid behind a flowerpot. 

“Quick, think,” whispered Tommy.  “What do people do in stories like 

this?” 

Thud, thud, “Miaowww”.  Tigger was near the flower pot. 

“Maybe it’s a dream,” said Kim.  “Let’s pinch ourselves … one, two, 

three.”  They pinched themselves hard.  Suddenly they were spinning, 

tumbling and … growing. 

“I’ll never open that box again,” said Tommy. 

“Don’t worry,” replied Kim. “Next time, we’ll have Tigger with us.” 

 

Now you can start making the correct answer. You have 8 minutes 

to finish the exercises. 

Now I will be reading the text for the third time. You can finish off 

the exercises while I read the story. 

 

The box of mysteries 

Kim and Tommy stared at the wooden box in the shop window.  It was 

old and dusty, with strange pictures of people wearing old fashioned 

clothes.  Kim and Tommy had a funny feeling that there was something 

special and interesting about it and they wanted to buy it.  Kim and 

Tommy had just enough money between them to buy the box.  But was it 
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worth it?  After all it was just a wooden box.  Clouds of dust flew up as 

the shopkeeper lifted the box gently from the shelf.  Tommy coughed.  

Kim’s eyes watered.  The shopkeeper wrapped the box in tissue paper 

and gave it to the children.   

Kim and Tommy rushed to Kim’s garden, carrying the box.  Tommy put 

the box on the grass.  The lid creaked as they opened it and a tiny cloud 

of smoky dust puffed out. It smelt sweet, like a mixture of oranges and 

flowers.  Suddenly Kim and Tommy felt themselves spinning and 

spinning through the air.  Lighter and lighter, smaller and smaller … oh 

no!  They were shrinking. 

When the spinning and shrinking stopped, Kim and Tommy looked 

around.  They were amazed.  What were these enormous green stems 

higher than their heads?  And leaves as large as table tops?  And how 

could a mushroom be taller than Kim?  The children were not afraid, in 

fact they thought it was rather exciting being so small.  Staying close 

together they began to explore this strange world.  They could see things 

which they had never noticed before.  A ladybird’s wings were more 

shiny than they had ever realised.  Grass had rough edges like a bread 

knife when you could see it so closely.  A stone was not one colour, but 

had tiny specks of lots of colours. 

In the distance they could see an enormous object made of huge red 

pipes and shiny metal circles.  “It’s my bike!” shouted Kim in surprise, 

and they realised that they were still in Kim’s garden. 

Suddenly the ground began to shake.  There was a terrible noise, 

“Miaowwww!”  “It’s Tigger!” shouted Kim. “Run!”  Now they were 

frightened.  Kim’s heart was thumping.  Tommy could hardly breathe.  

“Where is the box?” shouted Kim.  “Let’s hide,” gasped Tommy.  They 

hid behind a flowerpot. 

“Quick, think,” whispered Tommy.  “What do people do in stories like 

this?” 
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Thud, thud, “Miaowww”.  Tigger was near the flower pot. 

“Maybe it’s a dream,” said Kim.  “Let’s pinch ourselves … one, two, 

three.”  They pinched themselves hard.  Suddenly they were spinning, 

tumbling and … growing. 

“I’ll never open that box again,” said Tommy. 

“Don’t worry,” replied Kim. “Next time, we’ll have Tigger with us.” 

 

You now have a few minutes to check your answers, and complete 

any unanswered questions. 
 

END OF PAPER 


